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Comments about the design process and development process: 
Very detailed description of process thorough elaboration on each step 
Very solid presentation 
Noah loves to make sound effects 
Good connection from geometries (types) to regulations 
How did your budget play a role in the project? 
Very detailed and very well researched (2) 
Would like to see more data behind testing 
What would be the cost? 
Do the pieces fit in the shoe? 
Excellent job getting consultants. 
Great passion. (2) 
How does the spike snap into a threaded hole? 
Great perseverance to chase down manufacturing/prototyping assistance 
Great job consulting experts 
 
Comment Comments: 
There is a lot of great details but is it too much? 
There were a few times where it took a moment to collect thoughts 
Noah had a few small bits of brief informality in tone 
Sometimes got sidetracked on stories in the middle of important ideas 
I liked the background. However, it could have been shorter 
Make sure you finish your phrases. Don’t die off at the end 
Great work at keeping audience engaged and interested (2) 
Very in depth 
Good connections 
Stumbled over some words (2) 
Overall, very professional presentation 
Intro seemed too long 
A bit quiet (2) 
Well rehearsed (2) 
Good intro, very original and gave history (3) 
Wish you went into more detail about similar solutions 
Put some enthusiasm in the appropriate spots. 
Survey responses-outstanding! 
What you did/didn’t know-talk about learning experiences’ 
Did a great job with answering the questions 
Very seamless 
Good job embedding engineering process into presentation 
Great hook 



Lack of passion? 
3. I was pleased to see that people thought our speaking was seamless and well-rehearsed. I 
was extremely nervous going in and felt slightly unprepared so to have people say that we were 
great at the execution of our presentation pleases me I was also happy to see people 
appreciated how much research we did and how far we pushed this project and how much 
passion we had for creating the Snap-A-Spike. 
 
4. I was surprised to see so many comments regarding things we addressed in our 
presentation. Issues such as cost and functionality were definitely addressed so I am a little 
confused as to why those were concerns. Also, there were quite a few comments about lack of 
data for testing but Noah and I made sure to address the fact that our inability to create a 
prototype left us unable to test. Also I am still left wondering if the hook was good or if it was too 
long and distracting. Other than that I think the other negative comments were warranted. 
 
5. I think the assessments made by the evaluators and my classmates were very accurate. I 
would say there may have been a lapse in judgement surrounding the testing phase of our 
project. We were unable to test our product and a few people comment on the fact that that part 
of our project was missing from our presentation. I am not sure if they simply missed that part of 
our presentation or what had happened because after reviewing the video I think Noah and I 
addressed that part of the project very thoroughly. After review I also think the intro of our 
presentation was of acceptable length and did not distract from our overall presentation. Also 
after watching the video of our presentation I noticed that I definitely seemed nervous through 
the first part of the presentation and became more and more comfortable as the presentation 
went on. 
 
6. The main thing Noah and I discussed revising about our presentation would be our 
preparation. We both agree that we were very happy with how our slides were set up and how 
our presentation was organized. The one main thing we would really have liked to be better was 
the execution of the presentation. We wish we would have practiced more to really solidify our 
words and to prevent parts from being so choppy. If we had what we wanted to say more 
ingrained in our heads this choppiness wouldn’t have been so prevalent.\ 
 
8. The most profound statement I can make about my presentation is that it was heavily 
influenced by people other than just Noah and I whether that be community consultants, 
classmates, or even family members. To have a lot of those influencers in that room to see the 
culmination of all of the work put in was really cool and a great memory for sure.  
 


